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The role of eigenvalues in linear feature selection theory 
D. R. Brown and M. J. O'MaUey (*) 
ABSTRACT 
A family of examples i constructed to show that if B is the k x n matrix (IklZ)U, where U is 
an n x n orthogonal matrix, then the eigenvalues of U do not affect the value of divergence D B 
in the space of reduced dimension. 
Introduction 
Recent statistical work in feature selection for the 
multivariate normal pattern recognition problem has 
concentrated onlinearly transforming pattern classes 
so that the transformed pattern classes are equiva- 
lently distinguishable. Since, in general, this is not 
possible, techniques have been developed to preserve 
the distinction of the transformed pattern classes us- 
ing various measures of distinction. These measures 
of pattern class distinction are most often treated as 
eigenvalue problems ([1], [2], [5], [6], [7], [9], [13], 
[14], [15]). In this paper we consider aparticular 
measure of pattern class distinction called the average 
interclass divergence, or more simply, divergence, ([1], 
[2], [4], [6], [7], [8], [9], [10], [11]), where divergence 
will be the pairwise average of the expected interclass 
divergence derived from Hajek's two-class divergence 
as defined, for example, in [9]. 
It has been shown in [4] that there always exists a 
k x n real matrix B such that the transformation deter- 
mined by B maximizes divergence in k-dimensional 
space, and, in fact, that B can be written in the form 
(Ik[ Z)U, where U is an orthogonal n x n matrix. We 
will investigate he role of the eigenvalues of U in such 
problems, and give an example demonstrating that the 
divergence measure of pattern class distinction does 
not  depend on these eigenvalues (Theorem 7). 
Our example is derived from the family of examples 
constructed in [3]. This special class of examples 
permits analytical calculation of divergence, a t sk 
ordinarily eschewed as unrealistic, and yields a precise 
expression for divergence. The reader is cautioned, 
however, not to confuse the numerical simplicity of 
this example with impracticality, since, mathemati- 
cally, the failure of the eigenvalues of U to affect 
divergence in the restricted case erases any hope that 
they might be meaningful in an arbitrary case, how- 
ever applied. 
1. SPECIAL DIVERGENCE FORMULAS 
Let ~1 ..... ~m and/a I ..... /a m be the covariance 
matrices and means for m classes, where for each 
i = 1 ..... m, ~i  is an n x n positive definite matrix and 
/~i is a column n vector. 
Let 
m T 
Si= ~j=l (~2j + ~ij 8ij)' where ~ij =/~i - / l j .  
j~ i  
Then, assuming equal a priori probabilities, the average 
interclass divergence for these m classes is given by 
m -1 
D=l /2 t r ( i~ l~2 i  S i ) - l /2m(m-1)n  (1) 
while, if B is a k x n matrix, the B-average interclass 
divergence is 
1/2 tr [i~l(B~2i= BT)-I(Bsi BT)] -1/2m (m-1)k DB= 
(2) 
where tr represents he trace function. 
Moreover, as observed in [3], if 
~" = {B ~ Mkn : BB T = I k and (BTB)~i = I2i(BTB), 
i:- 1 ..... m}, 
where Ik is the k x k identity matrix and Mkn is the 
set of all k x n real matrices, then, for any B ~ ~', (2) 
may be rewritten as 
m -1 
DB= 1/2 tr [B(i~=lI2 i Si) B T] -  1/2 m (m-1)k (3) 
For the remainder of the paper we assume that each 
~2 i is a diagonal matrix of the form : , where 
In_l 
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x i is a positive real number, and gi = Pj for all i, j. 
m -1 
Under these restrictions, i~=lg2i S i is a diagonal 
mat r ix° f the f° rmiX  PIn-l l  'wherex= ]~ 1 (j i=lx-it 1.xj) 
j=~l 
and p = m (m-l ) .  It follows from (1) that the average 
interclass divergence for the m classes is given by 
D = 1/2 (x- p) (4) 
As observed in the introduction, in seeking to max- 
imize the B-average interclass divergence D B, it suffices 
to consider those k x n matrices of the form (lklZ)U, 
where U is an n x n orthogonal matrix. In the sequel, 
when considering DB, we shall always assume that B 
is of this form. For any such k x n matrix B, it is 
obvious that BB T = Ik, and hence B ~ ~" if and only if 
(BTB) g2 i = g2i(BTB) for i = 1 ..... m. We will derive 
necessary and sufficient conditions in order that B e ~" 
(Theorem 2), but first we calculate D B in the case that 
formula (3) is valid. Recall that all means are hereafter 
considered equal and all covariance matrices diagonal 
of the form stated above, 
Theorem 1 
Let B = (IklZ)U, where U = (uii) is an n x n orthog- 
onal matrix, and suppose D B is ~iven as in (3) above. 
Then 
k 2 
D B = (iE__l u i 1) D (5) 
Proof 
Since tr (XY) = tr (YX) whenever both products are 
defined, we have in this case 
m 1 
DB=I /2 t r [BTB( lg  a i  Si) ] -1 /2pk . I fU i s  
• i=l 
U= A F whereA iskxk ,  written in block form, E _ ' 
then 
BTB = U T (IkIZ)T(IklZ)U = 
m 1 
g2i- Si= i=l x -1 =p Pl n 
ATA 
cTA 
X 
In -1 
ATc 
. Since 
cTc 
pM 
In_k 
where M is the k x k matrix 
X 
P 
Ik -1 
, then 
m -1 1 ATAM ATc ] 
BTB(]~ ~i  Si) =p"  J 
i = 1 I cTAM cTc  
Therefore, 
T m -1 [tr (ATAM) + tr (cTc)] tr[B B(i~=lai Si) ]=p 
=p[(jkluj21) x + =  __p qk=2( j~lu jq)+q= +1 lU q)] 
k ; n k 2 
= (jZ__lU 1)x + p[q~2( j~ 1 Ujq)]. 
Since U is orthogonal, 
k 2 k 2 k 2 
(j 1 j j= l  1 q=2 ~ u q)= ~=l(1-uj1) =k-  2; uj , 
so that 
k 2 p(k _jk 2 
DB= 1/2[(j~=1u 1)x + 51Uj l ) ] -  l /2pk  
k 2 k 2 
= (jZ=l uj 1)(.5_~P_)= (jZ__ 1 uj 1)D. 
Our next result gives necessary and sufficient conditions 
in order that B = (IklZ)U ~ ~'. While the proof is rather 
tedious, these conditions are particularly easy to apply 
and hence useful in seeking examples. 
Theorem 2 
Let B = (IklZ)U, where U = (uij) is an n x n orthogonal 
xi matrix. If, for each i=1 ..... m, ~2 i = , then 
In -1 
(1) i f x i= l  forall i ,  thenB~' ;  
(2) if x i ~ 1 for at least one i, then B ~ ~" if and only if 
k u2 k u2 
=1 ~ =0. j= l  j l  or j l  j= l  
Proof 
I fx i= 1, then ~ i  = I n and (BTB)~i = ~i(BTB) for 
any k × n matrix B. Thus, if x i = 1 for all i, then B ~ ~" 
for any k x n matrix of the form (I k I Z)U. We suppose 
that x i ¢ 1 for at least one i. As in the proof of Theo- 
rem 1, we decompose U into the block form 
E F 
so that BTB = ATAcTA cTcATC , where A is again 
k x k. For a fixed i such that x i ¢ 1, write ~ i  in block 
form Gi xi , where G i is the k x k matrix 
In -k Ik-1 
ATAGi ATc 
Then (BTB)~ i = , while 
CTAGi cTc  
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G iATA G i ATC 
f~i(BTB) = I cTA cTc 
mutes with fZ i if and only if 
(1) ATAGi = GiATA and 
• Thus, BTB com- 
(2) cTAGi = cTA. 
We write ATA and cTA in block form ATA = W ' 
s Q , 
is symmetric, N = M T. Therefore, ATAGi =lMTxi W ' 
and GiATA = . Thus ATAGi = GiATA 
M T 
if and only ifM ; xiM and similarly, CTAGi ; cTA if 
and only ifPx i = P and Rx i = R. Since 
k k 
M= (j£=l Ujl uj2 ..... £=lUjl Ujk ) and 
k 
5__ 1 Ujk+lUj l  
[ l=k 
z I Ujl 
it follows that Mx i = M, Px i = P, and Rx i = R if and 
k k 
onlyifxi( .Z Uj lUjq)= Z UjlU j forq=2 ..... n. 
j=l  j 1 q 
Thus, since x i ~ 1, we have that (BTB)~i = ~i(BTB) 
k 
if and only if ~= U j lU jq=0forq=2 ..... n. 
j 1 
Since the above argument is valid for any ~2 i for which 
x i ¢ 1, and since BTB commutes with ~2 i for any i for 
which x i = 1, it follows that B ~ ~" if and only if 
k 
uj 1 uj = 0 for q = 2 ..... n. We next show that 
j=l  q 
k 
j~ l  uj 1 uj q = 0 for q = 2 ..... n if and only if 
k 2 k 2 
~; u.1 = l° r  Z u. =0. SinceUisorthogonal, 
j=l J j=l j l 
n k n 
= = j~lUjlUjq j~=lUjlUjq+j=k+l ~ UjlUjq 0 
for q = 2 .... .  n, while 
n 2 k n 
1= Z u. = Z= u} + E U~l. 
j=l  j l j 1 1 j=k+l  
k 2 
Thus, i f j= l  ;~ U j l= l ,  thenu j l=0for j=k+l  ..... n,  
and 
n k 
Y. u- uj U jq=0forq=2, . .  j=l jl q=jZlUjl .,n. 
k 2 
If j~=l uj 1 = O, then uj I = 0 forj = 1 ..... k and, 
k 
obviously ~ u. 0 for q= 2,.. n. j=l  j lU jq  = "' 
k 
Conversely, suppose that j=IZ uj 1 uj q = 0 for q = 2 ..... n. 
k 2 
I fUl l  . . . . .  Ukl = 0, then 2; u . ,  = 0 and the proof 
j=l jl 
is complete. Otherwise, let u r 1 be the first non-zero 
element in the first column of U, where r < k. Then 
k k 
0=j~lU j lU jq=Ur lUrq  + 52" uj 1 uj q, so that 
j=r+l  
k 
= -1  (j Y- U. lUjq) forq=2,  n. Thus, 
Urq Url =r+l  J .... 
ifUr +11 . . . . .  Ukl = 0, then u rq = 0 for q=2 ..... n 
2 k 2 
and i t f ° l l °wsthat l=Ur l  j lUj 1" Supp°SeUwl¢0 
n 
wherer<wgk.  SinceUrlUwl+ qZ=2Uwq Urq=0' 
then substituting for Urq, q ~ 2, we have 
k n 
UrlUwl + q~2 Uwq (' Url j=r~+l Ujl Ujq ) 
k n 
=Ur lUwl+( - -~-~ ) j r l  ~ u-l( ~ 0 =r+l  J* q=2 Uwq Ujq)= 
(6) 
Since U is otthogonal, then for j ~ w, 
n 
u W = q=2 qUjq -UwlUj land forj = w, 
n n 2 2 It follows that Z = 2; Uwq=l -Uwl .  q=2 UwqUjq q=2 
k n k 2 
j:r~_ lUjl (q=E 2 Uwq Ujq)= Uwl[j = rZ+l (-uj 1)]+ Uwl, 
and, substituting in (6), we have 
Uwl {Url + ( ) Z l(-Uj 1)1 + ( )} = 0. 
=r+ 
Multiplying by u r 1' we have 
k 2 k 2 
Uw 1 (U2r 1 + Z u. 1 - 1) = Uwl(j~;r uj 1 - 1) = 0. 
j=r+l  J = 
Since Uwl ÷ 0, it now follows that 
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k u2 k 2 
t=j=Z r j l  = j~ lU j l  " 
We note that, if there exists at least one ~ j  which is 
not the identity matrix In, then the proof of Theorem 
2 shows that BTB commutes with all ~ i ' s  if and only 
if BTB commutes with ~j .  Moreover, in this case, 
the elements of ~ are precisely those B = (Ik[ Z)U for 
which the first column of U is of the form 
Ul l  
Uk 1 
0 
or  0 
° 
Uk+l l  
Un 1 
Hence, by Theorem 1, if B e ~', then D B = D or 
D B = 0. (Note that if g2 i = I n for all i, then D = 0.) 
We close this ection with a definition. If V denotes 
the set of all n × n orthogonal matrices, let 
k u2 0} Thus, if there S ={U= (uij) ~ V : j£=l j l  = lo r  • 
exists g2j ~ In, then B = (I k t Z)U e ~" if and only if 
U~S.  
2. EIGENVALUES OF U 
Let U = (uij) be an n x n orthogonal matrix. As is 
well known, [12], the eigenvalues of U lie on the unit 
circle in the complex plane and non-real eigenvalues 
occur in conjugate pairs. Thus, if U has a real eigen- 
value ~, then X = +1, and, i fp  = a + bi, b ¢ 0 is an 
eigenvalue of U, then ~ = a - bi is also an eigenvalue 
of U. Clearly, det U = +-1. Moreover, if 1 has multi- 
plicity p as an eigenvalue of U, -1 multiplicity m, and 
+ bji, a j -b j i}q=l  (bj ~ 0) are the remaining {aj 
eigenvalues of U, then U is similar to a block diagonal 
orthogonal matrix PUP -1 of the form : 
A 1 
PUP - I  = Aql ' .  (7) 
1 
-i 
where 1 appears on the diagonal p times, -1 appears 
a. aj mt imes 'andeachA j= l -b J  bj i sa2x2or thogona l  
matrix with eigenvalues aj + bji, aj - bji. Furthermore, 
the order in which the A:'s, l 's, and - l ' s  appear on 
the diagonal can be chan~ed to any desired order by a 
similarity transformation• Thus, any two orthogonal 
n x n matrices with the same set of eigenvalues are 
similar. Finally, we observe that if U is a 2 x 2 orthog- 
onal matrix, then 
c d c c d c2 d2 
U= d orU= -d c where + = 1• 
Let B = (Ikt Z )Ue  ~'. For the remainder of the paper 
we will be concerned with determining what role, if 
any, the eigenvalues of U play in determining DB. If 
{)`1 .... , ?tn} is a set of n not necessarily distinct com- 
plex numbers for which there xists an n x n orthogonat 
matrix U with eigenvalues )`1 . . . . .  )`n' then we will say 
that {)`1 ..... )`n } is a (*)set. We note that if 
T = {)`1 ..... ?tn} is a set of n not necessarily distinct 
complex numbers uch that T is closed under conjuga- 
tion and every element o fT  has modulus 1, then T is 
a (*) set• Throughout he following, we assume that 
1 .< k < n, where k and n are positive integers, and we 
assume that at least one covariance matrix R i  ~= In" 
Proposition 3 
Let {)t 1 . . . . .  )`n} be a (*) set. Then there exists an 
orthogonal matrix U with eigenvalues ~1 ..... ~'n such 
that B = (lktZ) U ~ ~" and D B = D if and only if one of 
the following conditions holds : 
(i) ~'i is real for some i. 
(ii) k a, 2 and no h i is real. 
Proof 
Observe that if at least one )`- is real, say X 1, then by 
(7) there exists a block diagoJnal orthogonal matrix U 
)'1 
of the fo rmU= C , where C is an (n -1 )  x (n - l )  
block diagonal orthogofial matrix with eigenvalues 
~2 . . . . .  Xn" Thus, i fU  = (uij), then 
k 2 2 9 
j= l  ~ uJ 1 = uj I = X~ = 1, so that B = (IklZ)U ~ ~" and 
D B = D (Theorem 2). If no X. is real, then n is even, 
and by (7) there exists a bloc~" diagonal orthogonal 
matrix U with eigenvalues )`1,.•., )t n such that 
A 1 
U = • An , where each Aj is a 2 x 2 matrix 
2 
bj 
of the form , bj * 0. Thus, the first 
-bj aj 
column of U is 
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al t, and hence, i l k  > 2, then B = (IktZ)U ~ {" 
-b 1 
0 
0 
and D B = D. 
Conversely, suppose that k = 1. If there exists an 
orthogonal matrix U with eigenvalues X1 ..... .Xn 
such that B= (IklZ)U ~ ~, then U ~ S. Thus, i fDB= D, 
then U is of the form a00 ~ .  0 .  .0] , wherea=*- i  
0 
and C is an (n-1) x (n - 1) orthogonal matrix. There- 
fore, a is an eigenvalue of U and X i = a is real for 
some i. 
It is natural to consider the analogous condition 
D g = 0. That is, given a (*) set {X 1 ..... Xn}, does 
there exist an orthogonal matrix U with these eigen- 
values such that B = (IklZ) U ~ ~" and D B = 0 ? The 
answer, as in the preceding case, is no in general, but 
it is true in some important cases. 
Proposition 4 
Let T = {X 1 ..... Xn ) be a (*) set. If either 
(i) 1 and -1 ~ T, or ; 
(ii) i and- i~T ,  
then there exists an orthogonal matrix U with eigen- 
values (~'1 . . . . .  Xn ) such that B = ( Ik IZ )U~ ~ and 
DB=0.  
Proof 
Let X 1 and X 2 denote the pair 1, -1 or i, -i, let H be 
any (n -  2) ~ (n -  2) orthogonal matrix with eigen- 
0 Z b 1 
values ~3 ..... ~'n' and let U = Z H Z , 
b 2 Z 0 
where Z denotes an (n-  2) row or column vector of 
zeros, and if ~1 '  ~2 ) = {1, -1 ) ,  then b I =b2= 1, 
and if (~1' ~2 ) = (i, - i},  then b I = 1, b 2 = -1. 
Clearly, U is an orthogonal matrix. Moreover, the 
eigenvalues of  U are {X 1 ..... X n ), since 
det (xl n - U) = (x 2 - b lb2)  det (xI n_2 - H) and hence 
the roots of det (xI n - U) = 0 are the roots of 
det (xI n_2 - H) = 0, together with the roots of 
x 2 - b I b 2 = 0. Since the roots of the former equa- 
tion are the eigenvalues of H, its suffices to show that 
hl  and ~2 are the roots o fx  2 -b lb  2 = 0. This follows 
immediately from the relationship defined between 
the values ofX 1 and ;k 2 and the choices o fb  1 and b 2. 
Thus, since we assume k < n, then Theorem 2 implies 
that U e S, so that B = (Ik[ Z) U ~ ~', and, by Theo- 
rem 1, D B = 0. 
Our next result shows that, if n = 3, then Proposition 
4 does not characterize those (*) sets T for which 
there exists an orthogonal matrix U with set of eigen- 
values T such that B = (Ik{Z)U ~ ~" and D B = 0. We 
will obtain a partial extension of this result to arbitrary 
n and we will make strong use of the extension in our 
main result, Theorem 7. 
Lemma 5 
Let n = 3, k = 2, and suppose that (~'1' X2' X3 ) is 
a (*) set, where X1-- a + hi, X2 = a - bi. 
(1) I f~ 3 = 1, then there exists a 3 x 3 orthogonal 
matrix U with eigenvalues XI' ~2' X3 such that 
U ~ S and D B = 0, B = (Ik[ Z)U, if and only if a, 
the real part ofX 1 and ~'2' is less than or equal to 
zero; 
(2) i f  X3 = -1, then there exists a 3 x 3 orthogonal 
matrix U with eigenvalues 11, ~2' X3 such that 
U ~ S and D B = 0, B = (I k [ Z)U, if and only if a, 
the real part of X1 and X2' is greater than or equal 
to zero. 
Proof 
Observe that ff U ~ S is such that D B = 0, where 
B = (IklZ)U, then by Theorems 1 and 2, U is of the !A! 
form , where v = ±1 and A is a 2 x 2 
00  
orthogonal matrix. Moreover, if U has eigenvalues 
~'1' ~'2' ;k3' then det(U) = ~'1 X2 X3" Thus, if~. 3 = 1, 
then det(U) = 1, and ifX 3 = -1, then det(U) = -1. We 
consider the case X3 = 1, the case X3 = -1 being similar 
i c d l .  Then If  v= 1, then Ais of the form -d c 
det (x I  3 -U)=x 3+dx 2 -dx -1 ,  
so that the eigenvalues of U are 1, 
- (1 + d) ±ix/3 2d -"d 2 - Thus, there xists U with 
2 
eigenvalues ~1' ~2' 1 if and only if there exists a real 
number d, IdL ,g 1, such that 
- (1 + d) x /3 -2d  - d 2 
a = , b - "  (8)  
2 2 
Since Idl g 1, then - (1 + d)_ ,; O, and thus, i fU  exists, 
2 
then a g O. Conversely, if a g O, then d = - (1 + 2a) 
satisfies both equations in (8) and Idl ,~ 1. If v= -1, 
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c d , and the igenvalues of U are 1, then A = d --c 
(d -1 )* i~/3+2d-d  2 
• An argument similar to the 
2 
preceding one shows that there exists U with eigen- 
values X1, X2, 1 if and only ira ~ 0. 
Corollary 6 
Let n and k be positive integers, 1 ~ k < n, and sup- 
pose thatT= {X 1 ..... Xn) isa(*)set.  
(1) If 1 ~ T and if there exists a + bi ~ T, with a ~ 0, 
then there exists an n × n orthogonal matrix U 
with eigenvalues T such that U ~ S and D B = 0, 
where:B = (I k t Z) U. 
(2) I f -1 ~ T and if there exists a+ b i~ T, with a ~ 0, 
then there exists an n x n orthogonal matrix U 
with eigenvalues T such that U ~ S and D B = 0, 
where B = (Ik]Z)U. 
Proof 
By Lemma 5 and its proof, if a ~ 0, then 
0 c d ]  
A= 0 -d c ,where d = - (1+ 2a),is an 
1 0 0 
orthogonal matrix with eigenvalues 1, a -+ b i. Thus, if 
1 U is the n x n block diagonal matrix H ' 
where H is an (n - 3) x (n -  3) orthogonal matrix with 
eigenvalues T\  {1, a *- bi}, then U is an orthogonal 
matrix with eigenvalues the elements of T. Therefore, 
if U is the n x n matrix obtained from U by inter- 
changing the third and nth rows and columns of U, 
then U is orthogonal, and, since U is similar to U, the 
eigenvalues of U are also the elements of T. Finally, 
since the first column of U is " , we have U E S, 
and by Theorems 1 and 2, D B = 0, where B = (IktZ)U 
and k < n. The proof of (2) is similar. 
We make a few additional observations before stating 
our main result• Let U be an n x n orthogonal matrix 
with eigenvalues Xl, {aj + bji}~= 2 , where bj may 
be zero. Since tr(U) is the sum of the eigenvalues of  U, 
it follows that ifX 1 = 1 and aj > 0 forj  = 2 . . . . .  n, 
n 
thent r (U)=l+ N a j> +1, while ifX 1=-1  and 
j=2 
n 
a j<0for j=2 . . . . .  nthent r (U)=- l+  2; a j<- l .  
j=2 
Also, if A is orthogonal and det(A) = -1, then -1 is 
an eigenvalue of  A. This follows immediately from the 
fact that det(A) is the product of  the eigenvMues of  
A, repeated to their respective multiplicities. Finally, 
i ra  is orthogonal, n x n, and n is even, then det(A) = -1 
implies that both - I  and 1 are eigenvalues of A. 
Theorem 7 
Let n and k be positive integers, 1 < k < n, let U be 
an n x n orthogonal matrix, and let B = (IkIZ)U be 
such thatD B D. I fU  In-1 Z I = = U and if 
Z -1 I 
B-=(IklZ)U, thenB=B,  so thatD~=D B=D.  
Either U or U is similar to an n × n orthogonal matrix 
U 1 ~ S such that DB1 = 0, where B 1 = (IklZ)U 1. 
Proof 
Note that the matrix U differs from U only in that the 
last row of U is the negative of the last row of U. 
Clearly, since k < n, we have B = B. 
Now suppose that n is even. If det(U) = -1, then 1 and 
-1 are eigenvalues of U and thus, by Proposition 4, 
there exists an orthogonal matrix U 1 similar to U such 
that B 1 = (IklZ)U 1 ~ ~" and DB1 = 0. If det(U) = 1, 
then det(U) = -1, and the above argument applied to 
yields the same conclusion. 
Suppose that n is odd. Then U must have at least one 
real eigenvalue, X. If X = 1 and if U has another eigen- 
value a+ bi, a ~ 0, then the conclusion follows from 
(1) of Corollary 6. Similarly, if X = -1 and i fU has 
another eigenvalue a + bi, a ;~ 0, then the conclusion 
follows from (2) of  Corollary 6. Suppose now that 
= 1 is an eigenvalue of  U and that a > 0 for all other 
eigenvalues a + bi of  U. Then det(U) = 1 and tr(U) > 1. 
Since det(U) = -1, it follows that -1 is an eigenvalue 
of L!, and, since tr(_U) can differ from tr(U) by at most 
2, we have that tr(U) > -1. Thus, U must have an eigen- 
value of the form c + di, where c > 0, and hence, by 
(2) of Corollary 6, there exists an orthogonal matrix 
U1, similar to U, such that B 1 = (IklZ)U 1 ~ ~" and 
DB1 = 0. The case in which X = -1 is an eigenvalue of 
U and that a < 0 for all other eigenvaIues a + b i of  U 
is handled in a similar manner, and we omit the proof. 
3. CONCLUSION 
This paper provides an example to show that, even 
under extremely strong conditions, the eigenvalues of  
U do not affect the value of  divergence D(IklZ) U in 
the space of reduced imension. 
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